
i35GB
Intel® Atom D2550 Processor
Intel® NM10 Express Chipsets
Formerly Embedded Cedar Trail 

NVIDIA® GT610 Graphics DirectX11 Supported
Support Full HD 1080P
35W Power Consumption

1*Driver CD

4*Foot-pad

1*Adaptor and 1* A/C Cable

Accessories

190*149*25.5mmDimension

ITE8772 I/O Chip

Smart FanCooler

Mini PCForm Factor

(Optional)IR Remote

5.1 Channel via HDMI

1*S/PDIF (via Adapter)

Digital

Windows 7 Home Premium (Optional)OS

2.5″SATA Type (Optional) Storage

Front:1*Audio out ,1*Mic in 

Wi-Fi 802.11b/g/n + Bluetooth (Optional)Wireless

-15----65℃Operating 
Temperature

AnalogAudio

RTL8111E GigabitLAN

Intel Atom Dual Core D2550 Processor

1.86 GHz, TDP 10W

CPU

SPECIFICATIONS

nVidia GT610, DX11 SupportedGraphics

Intel NM10 Express ChipsetsChipset

SO-DIMM DDR3-1066 up to 4G (Optional)

512MB VRAM on board

Memory

2*Mini-PCIe (1*mSATA  SSD)Expansion Slots

SPI 2MB Flash ROM,

Phoenix /axhalf for Wi-Fi

System BIOS

-1*Line out+ S/PDIF (via Adapter)
-1*RJ45
-1*MIC in
-5*USB2.0
-1*VGA Port
-1*HDMI Port
-1*COM Port
-1*DC-in Jack
-1*4-in-1 Card Reader (SD/MMC/MS/MS 
PRO)

Ports
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nVidia GeForce GT 610 Graphics
On board discrete nVidia GeForce graphics card and 
dedicated graphic memory provides you a faster, more 
immersive experience in your favorite applications.

Energy Saving
The Mini PC runs cool and quiet, thanks to its advanced 
heat control technology. This Mini PC makes a perfect 
household download station and server- leave it
downloading all night without being troubled by noise, heat 
or energy costs. Its slim design lets it fit neatly into even the 
smallest available space.

Support DirectX® 11 
DirectX® 11 features the latest technologies of Compute 
Shaders, Direct 2D, multi-threaded rendering and 
tessellation for create worlds realistic characters and more 
fluid game play.

Silent Operation
Giada Mini PC is running a silent operation, ensures you a 
quite computing environment as well. With it, your living 
room will be transformed into a home entertainment center.

Gigabit LAN connectivity 
The Gigabit network interface delivers a high speed LAN 
connection with data transfer rate up to 1000Mb/s, providing 
new generation connectivity for the broadband era. Gigabit 
LAN is ideally for seamless internet connection such as 
streaming audio and video contents.

1080P Full HD
Supporting Full HD 1080P playback, the Giada Mini PC 
gives you “better than cinema” quality and the ultimate 
movie experience in the comfort of your own home.

Compatible with Windows® 7
The latest Windows® 7 operation system ushers in a new 
way that maximizes the computer capabilities. It’s more 
user-friendly and has been optimized to consume less 
system resources as well.

ROHS Compliant

VESA Mount Capability
Designed to fit seamlessly into your lifestyle, Giada Mini PC 
is capable of mounting to the rear of a LCD monitor or a TV. 
This space saving capability makes it easy to blend into any 
environment. 

HDMI Output
The interface supports existing high-definition video formats 
(720P, 1080i,and even1080P, Plus multi-channel digital 
audio on a single cable.)

Book-sized Mini PC
The book-sized Mini PC is so tiny, easy to carry anywhere 
and plug in and set up in seconds. It's even smaller and 
more portable than a laptop, blends unobtrusively into the 
background, but it's always ready to provide computing 
power on demand.


